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Road to Glasgow
Looking ahead to the UK's ﬁrst UN climate summit

Latest

Welcome to our newsletter - and yours!

Welcome to the third edition of our newsletter looking along the road to Glasgow 2020 - the UK's
ﬁrst UN climate summit. In the coming months we'll be bringing you regular updates on events,
issues and perspectives relevant to the summit - whether looking at the UN talks themselves, the
UK government's moves to speed decarbonisation in advance of the summit, public engagement,
or anything else. But we want this to be your newsletter too - to help carry your news and views to
the growing community interested in the summit. If you'd like to propose an article or make any
other suggestions, please get in touch info@eciu.net - and please forward to anyone who you think
might like to sign up (on our website)

UK agenda

A warm welcome, not a warm
climate: Glasgow looks forward to
COP26
Glasgow prides itself as a city with a warm heart;
the friendly city. You can’t stand looking lost in
Glasgow for long before several people start
trying to give you directions. All of us in Scottish
civil society want everybody coming to the
summit to experience a warm glow of hospitality
and welcome.
It’s a feeling many have experienced before – for
example in 2014 when our city staged the
Commonwealth Games... Read more

UK agenda

Astute diplomacy needed for
a successful summit
This year is crucial for climate action, and for
moving past the disappointments of 2019.
The Madrid climate talks, which failed to match
the urgency needed to address the climate
emergency, must be a lesson, not a template.
The lives and livelihoods of millions of women,
children and men – many in the poorest, most
vulnerable countries – are at stake... Read more

UK agenda

Summit puts Scotland's
innovation centre-stage
Scotland has a long and rich history of discovery
and innovation, including Glasgow’s past as a
world-class centre of shipbuilding, trade and
industrial production – a legacy that has
contributed to greenhouse gas emissions but has
also added much to the quality of human life.
From pioneering work on the steam
engine and wind turbines to the invention
of television... Read more

In case you missed it

News roundup

UK pledges no more coal funding abroad in run-up to UN summit
Government 'putting billions of pounds' into oil and gas funding overseas
UK 'has one shot' at Glasgow summit, says COP President Claire O'Neill
Transport minister Freeman pledges 'tangible measures' on road to COP26
Scotland set to hit 100% renewables target ahead of UN summit
Green ﬁnance chief Topping appointed Climate Action Champion
Glasgow summit could see biggest school climate strike ever
Summit security to cost several hundred million pounds say police
Glasgow hotels hike prices by 500% for climate summit
Artist sets off on walk to Glasgow with giant bear in tow

ECIU Summit Stat

The number of countries
with legislation, policies or plans
to reach net zero emissions by
2050. Full list of countries on
ECIU's Net Zero Tracker

Infographic

A short(ish) history of the UN climate summits

View infographic

Brieﬁng - ECIU

Brieﬁng - The Royal Society

Glasgow Summit: The key asks

Climate Change FAQs

Carbon-cutting commitments, net zero pathways,
money, coal, forests and... more money

Climate change evidence and causes: Answers
to key questions

Learn more

Join the conversation

Please use the hashtag #ClimateSummitUK

Learn more

Key dates

What's coming up?
30 Jan – Aldersgate Group – What Businesses Want from COP26, London
11 Feb – Green Alliance – Countdown to COP26, London
07 Mar – Methodist and other churches – Renewal and Rebellion: Faith, Economy and Climate, Derby
1-11 Jun – UN climate convention – Intersessional (Bonn, Germany)
10-12 Jun – G7 Summit (USA)
June to November – Season of Change – climate change arts and culture events around the UK
22-27 Jun – Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting (CHOGM) (Kigali, Rwanda)
Date TBC – EU/China Summit, under German EU presidency, second half of 2020 (Leipzig, Germany)
21-27 Sep – UN General Assembly / Climate Week (New York, USA)
Date TBC – Pre-COP events (Italy)
4-10 Oct – Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) Summit (COP15) (Kunming, China)
21-22 Nov – G20 Summit (Riyadh, Saudi Arabia)
3 Nov – 2020 US presidential election
This newsletter is as much yours as it is ours. So please tell us what events you're planning on the road to
Glasgow - clean business summits, seminars, Town Hall meetings, whatever it is. Email info@eciu.net
and we'll aim to include it in future newsletters, along with weblinks as you have them
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